CONCEPTS

TM

Bliss

TM

Don’t take the hard line. Bliss offers a distinct look with it’s stepped curves.
These flowing curves are especially suited to a grouping in reverse directions..
Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSBLISS
Available in Clear (cl) or Opaque (op). Add color code to end of item number. Use with Concepts or Glace brackets.

Boa

TM

When does form surpass function? The Boa seems to climb up your
wall in dramatic fashion. This uniquely shaped shelf offers three levels
to display items, but is lively enough to be used alone! Truly a work of
art!
Size:
8x64x5/16
Item #: CPTSBOA
Available in Opaque
The Boa shelf comes with 3 Medium Titanium Pelicani Brackets

Cascade

TM

You can almost sense the water flowing down over
the naturally curved edges of this peaceful shelf.
Perfect for the bath or powder room.

White

Size:
8x24x5/16
Item #: CPTSCASCADE
Available in Opaque (op), White (wh)
or Black (bk). Add color code to end
of item number.
Use with Concepts brackets.

Opaque
Black

Essence

TM

There’s nothing more reliable than gravity. This shelf forms a gentle descending
curve and vertical tab to support books, CD’s, and DVD’s without the need of
bookends. Perfect in a den, office, or near an entertainment center (or your new
flat screen tv!) Can be installed sloping to the right or left.
Size:
8x32x5/16
Item #: CPTSESSENCE
Available in Opaque
Suggested brackets are Beak and Ping. Requires 3 brackets when using Ping.
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CONCEPTS
Infinity

TM

TM

Enjoy the alternative to the squared ends of your typical shelving with Infinity’s
perfectly rounded borders suggesting there’s no end in sight. It’s ideal for the
den, office, bedroom or bath. Especially suited to a grouping of two or three
other shelves.
Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSINFINITY
Available in Clear (cl) or Opaque (op). Add color code to end of item
number. Use with Concepts brackets.

Luna

TM

Rise above the standard straight front with the soft, gentle radius of the Luna.
It’s softer presence can fit just about anywhere. Great for grouping two or
three shelves together on larger walls.

Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSLUNA
Available in Clear (cl) or Opaque (op). Add color code to end of item
number. Use with Concepts or Glace Brackets.

Optique

TM

Stay within the lines. Optique’s bold and contemporary grid makes this shelf
almost a standalone. Contrast the effect with rounded accessories or
compliment it with rectangular ones. Ideal for den or office.
Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSOPTIQUE
Available only as shown.
Use with Concepts or Glace brackets.

Oyster

TM

We looked to nature as inspiration for the undulating curves along the extended
lip of this unique shelf for your more elegant accessories. Adds a soft touch in
any area.
Size:
8x24X5/16
Size: 8x40X5/16
Item #: CPTSOYSTER24 Item # CPTSOYSTER40
Available in Opaque
Available in Opaque
Use with Concepts Brackets

To Order Call 1-877-266-7306

CONCEPTS

TM

Oyster Corner
TM

This elegant shelf extends the inspired organic curves and extended lip of the
original Oyster into a unique and practical corner application. Brings a soft
touch to any room.

Size:
16X16X5/16
Item # CPTSOYSTERCOR
Available in Opaque
Use with Concepts Brackets

Rivera

TM

Don’t get cornered! The Rivera offers a pronounced option to square
corners with its innovative oblique angled corners. Its smaller size is ideal for
den, office, bedroom or bath.

Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSRIVERA
Available in Clear (cl) or Opaque (op). Add color code to end of item
number. Use with Concepts or Glace brackets.

Traces

TM

Accent your accessories by framing them with a bold opaque border around
all four sides of your Traces shelving. Ideal for any area where its strong
statement will compliment the environment.
Size:
8x24x3/8
Item #: CPTSTRACESCL
Available only as shown.
Use with Concepts or Glace brackets.

Clear

Black

Verve

TM

Blue
Opaque

The Verve’s mild bends naturally provide two levels for displaying or
holding your items. Create a unique wall of shelving by grouping
together in various configurations. Consider the blue or black glass
options for a particularly striking look.
Size:
8x40x5/16
Item #: CPTSVERVE
Available in Clear (cl), Opaque (op), Black (bk) and Blue (bl). Add
color code to end of item number.
Use with Concepts Brackets
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